Decatur Public School District #61

ELEMENTARY Program
NEW AND EXISTING ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

- LAB SCHOOL PROGRAM
  - Dennis
  - French

- STEAM SCHOOL PROGRAM
  - French

- SOUTH SHORES ENTERPRISE
  - consolidates into South Shores

- MUFFLEY
  - BAUM
    - consolidates into Muffley (Addition)

- NEW JOHNS HILL
  - consolidates into Johns Hill

- HOPE ACADEMY
  - consolidates into Hope Academy

- Alt Ed Campus
  - consolidates into Harris

- Innovation Center
  - consolidates into Baum

"Hack" Baum Elementary to create prototype and test
1: futures workshop

teachers
Components of a Classroom
Restorative Spaces
Family / Community Resource
Components of a Secure Environment
Whole Child Spaces
Pull Out Spaces

Physical Activity Spaces
Encore Spaces
Multipurpose Spaces
Pods
Maker Spaces
Outdoor Spaces / Gardens
Professional Development
NEXT STEPS

1: exemplar tours
2: define
3: ideation
4: prototype
5: test

elementary program
Possible Program Approaches:
Questions to be resolved during the design process

• Overarching questions:
  • Addition locations?
  • Number of classrooms?
  • Number of common spaces and sizes?
  • Existing building renovations?
  • Site changes?

• 3D Model “kit of parts”
  • For quick: “what if?” modeling to illustrate possible approaches